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SAS Black Ops - Wounded Angel is a high-octane, action-packed - Special Forces, Science Fiction novel,
containing scenes of violence and some bad language. During the summer of 2000, RAF Tornados down an
unidentified contact over northern England. A team of undercover SAS soldiers are sent to secure the area.
Refusing to share the secrets, even with their closest allies, the British government makes contact with an
Alien species. With the vessel safely housed, the propulsion system removed and two extra-terrestrial
creatures in protective custody, the day finally arrives to repatriate both the craft and its personnel to their
rightful owners.
Little does the British establishment know, Russian Intelligence have broken their codes. A team of FSB
Spetsnaz-sponsored soldiers are sent to extract the occupants of the downed vessel and recover the crashed
vehicle. The cold war is just about to hot up. After one botched attempt to secure the prize, Jonny Davies and
his close associates are entrusted to protect the secret and deliver the cargo to a pre-arranged pick-up point.
Unbeknown to both the British and the Russians, US Intelligence have intercepted their radio traffic and plan
to mount a daring raid of their own. SEAL Team 3, plan to jump ahead of the Russians and snatch the cargo

for themselves. Can Jonny and his men hold off two super powers from down here - and one super power from
up there? In a non-stop, roller-coaster-filled novel, not only will the humans embrace every trick in the book to
recover the greatest prize on earth, but the aliens will also attempt to rescue their people by whatever means
necessary. Stuck in the middle, are two academics and two frightened extra-terrestrials. But are they more
frightened of what's down here - or what's coming to collect them? Please remember, this book has a Science
Fiction core. If you find that too far-fetched in a fictional novel, please don't purchase.

